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Discussion Arising from Session on Black-Box Models
DR.WERNER: I still have an acein my pocket. As I havehad theprivilegeofbeing in the
final debate, I had the opportunity to count the models and black-box schemes used by
the preceding speakers the days before. There were about 30 slides showing such
schemes, or 1.5 model slide per speaker. So I conclude, in spite of some arguments of
the opponents, the black-box models must have some use in thermal regulation.
The arguments of the opponents were on the whole not directed against my
presentation. This is not because I had the better arguments or better models. It is due
to the fact that Dr. Simon and I talked about twovery different things. Namely, on the
one side about closed-loop control models and on the other about open-loop models of
the controller. I had chosen the easier task, ofcourse.
As I explained before, one should judge a model according to its purpose. The
purpose ofa closed control loop model is primarily to predict responses, even responses
which cannot be measured under natural conditions. These include responses to
changes of ambient temperature, to work load, to fever, but not to a 25-channel
thermode in the hypothalamus.
The operating range ofclosed control loop systems is very small. So it is generally all
the same whether one postulates an additive or a multiplicative operation of the
controller.
In my view, the argument against neuronal models is not directed against the
method ofmodelling but against the proper design ofthe experiments. I agree that it is
almost impossible to get open-loop conditions in a multi-loop system of a dozen or a
hundred inputs. And it is not sufficient to open only one loop of such a multi-loop
system.
I concede that our present models comprise only a very basic level of control.
Adaptive operation ofthe controller modulation driven by the actuating signal should
be taken into account. Wethinkin toosimple terms in modelling. But Dr. Hammel said
it well: Some good hypotheses obtained by or from a model are better than no
hypotheses at all.
DR.SIMON: I would like to comment on a few points that were made by Dr. Jessen. One
point was that making neuronal models squeezes out the neurons. As you may have
noticed, contrary to what impressions you obtained yesterday, I am a very strong
proponent ofsingle-unit recording. You are perfectly right, but this comment does not
apply when you deal with statistical evaluation ofsamples ofneurons.
It is quite clear that, with an individual unit response, you can be led astray very
much. But if one looks at populations and tries to define by statistical means what a
certain population with certain characteristics does, then I believe you have a
representation ofneural activity which can be put into a model.
I indicated in my model there should be non-linearity in responses to whole-body
cooling. I amvery pleased that Dr. Jessen showed precisely that. I congratulate him on
his experimental ingenuity, because I cannot perform such experiments on the rabbit
on account ofits small size.
There is another problem which is equally important. It may be that the skin
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temperature does something more thanjust add another input to all the inputs coming
from the body. I have no basis for modelling that. This may be a feed-forward
controller or something like that. I have to accept that any model must remain
inaccurate in this respect because I cannot put in other thermal terms than inputs.
There is a final technical problem. When you start to make a model and take all the
different inputs, e.g., thermal receptors in the spinal cord, skin, abdomen, and
hypothalamus, the mathematicians start to scream-because, they say, if you have a
term with ten variables, you can adapt that equation to almost anything. So you are in
a situation where you have to restrict yourself to some extent in order to remain
halfway realistic.
DR. JESSEN: Dr. Werner said models should be developed with a consideration of the
purposes they were made for. Now, I think that is a tenuous statement. It implies that a
model maker might not go out on a limb to the extent necessary for the opponents to
refute the model. To give you an actual example, Simon's model shows linear effector
responses with respect to changes in extra-hypothalamic core temperature, at constant
levels of hypothalamic temperature. If you plot effector responses as a function of
hypothalamic temperatures, for given levels ofextrahypothalamic temperatures, then
you get curvilinear relationships.
Now, I don't doubt the curvilinears but I am pretty sure that if one looks into the
relationship between effector responses and extrahypothalamic core temperatures at
constant levels ofhypothalamic ones, that a curvilinear relationship will also result.
Does that refute the model? Yes! Dr. Simon would presumably answer, well, that
doesn't really matter. It doesn't really hit the purpose ofmy model.
The question now is to what extent does a model maker commit himselfto all details
ofthe model. I think he has to do that. Life becomes very difficult ifthat is not done. I
am fully aware ofthe fact that Dr. Simon's model is perhaps the first trial to reconcile
neurophysiological data with input-output relationships in the whole animal.
A point which came up earlier is the Qlo of a single neuron. Even ifyou deal with it
by statistical analysis, it is nevertheless the Qlo of a single neuron. The input-output
relationships were also described in terms of distinct Qlos or ranges of Qlos. The
input-output relationship is influenced not by theQloeffects on a single synapse but on
a chain of neurons. What is the number of neurons involved in the chain? If 100
neurons in line transmit a response and each neuron has a Qlojust above 1.0, how does
that reconcilewith theinput-output relationshipofthewhole animal showing aQloofa
similar low value?
I didn'tquite understand how Dr. Werner was able to model the biphasic responseof
fever by his equations. It looked to me as ifthe very explanation for the response being
biphasic must have been hidden in a part ofthe controller equation.
DR. WERNER: Dr. Jessen has a very special question and I regret that I did not succeed
in making it clear before. The study he refers to is a combined experimental and
simulation study. The modeller does not know the input ofthe system, the fever signal.
Normally, as we have heard, the modeller tries to describe the system by analyzing the
inputs and outputs, but this time we don't know the input signal. So as a forced
approach, we added the signal for a strong cold load, evoking increased metabolic heat
production. We calculated the time course of the shift by taking the time courses of
different experiments. From these results we can apply this knowledge afterward for
any ambient temperature. We concluded that the same signal drives all theeffectors in
the cold, in a moderate environment, and in the heat.
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DR. HAMMEL: The limited significance of a model is due to the lack of basic data and
thecomplexity ofthe real system. That is the message. Obviously, I am notcriticizing a
modeller's approach as long as he understands that restraints are always present to
overwhelm a correct and proper interpretation ofthe results.
I have not worked with temperature regulation for a very long time. Therefore I
don't have any better examples to rely on than those I have given. But there is one
which I think is mind-boggling. A Peking duck that has been salt-adapted is infused
intravenously with a salt load that is equivalent to that in sea water. The body fluid of
the duck is around 300 milliosmoles per kg. The infusion has a concentration of 1,000
milliosmoles per kg. Two major changes occur-first, salt concentration is going up,
and second, the extracellular volume is expanding. Both of these are thought to be
stimuli to drive the salt excretion response. There is nothing novel about that.
The novelty comes when looking at the record. During the first five minutes, when
there was no excretion, the extracellular fluid tonicity rises; so also does the
extracellular fluid volume. But you see within 15 minutes that the animal, in this
particular instance, is excreting at a higher rate than the infusion rate. Very quickly
both ofthese stimuli are beginning to diminish. As you see, it continues to excrete at a
rate exceeding infusion rate. So let us say that at this time it has excreted a great deal
more salt than we have given it. Therefore both ofthese very reliable stimuli, the ones
we know best, and maybe the only thing we really know, are now less than in the
beginning when the animal continued to excrete at a high rate.
Maybe that isn't a puzzle, but to me it is. The duck has less salt in its body and yet
continues to excrete salt. We are missing something, and I don't know what it is.
With all ofmy modelling in the past, I have not met any situation where I was truly
forced to think that something other than the initiating stimulus is involved in
sustaining the response. Clearly we have to look for another answer.
DR. STOLWIJK: It is a pleasure to be able to comment on what I have heard today. I
think the most encouraging and the most appropriate kind ofoutcome from modelling
wasgiven by Dr. Hammel on thevery last things heshowed. Hethrew up his hands and
said, "I don't know and I'm puzzled." I think that is what models are really for. I
believe models exist in a number ofdifferent forms. All of us carry models in our heads
that we don't even dare commit to a piece of paper in private. Then there is the next
stage when we feel it might be moreorderly to writedown, graph out, orplot the kindof
consequences that would have to result from the sort ofmodel that we are contemplat-
ing. Some of us get more adventuresome after that and commit that kind of pictorial
diagram or flow diagram to some kind of mathematical representation. If we become
even more audacious, we try to get that mathematical representation published
somewhere.
I have in the past committed all these sins. I think I have derived certain of the
pleasures that go along with modelling as well.
Clearly, there is no disagreement in this group about the usefulness of all these
various kinds of modelling. The argument is almost never about whether models are
useful, although we can develop very heated arguments about which model. We can
veryeasilydisagree about a model as a whole orabout elements in a model. I thinkthat
is what models are really for.
There is another use for the model which Dr. Werner was referring to. This is to
predict the consequences of relatively routine stimuli. In other words, if the model
becomes sufficiently articulated, it can become a useful tool for practitioners to use
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within relatively narrow confines. This is a happy circumstance because the model
becomes a form ofcommunication or a form ofeducation that is exceedingly useful.
But the most exciting partcomeswhen wetrytouse a model inorder tounderstand a
complex system better. The difference between the engineering models and biological
models stems from a very basic premise. In an engineering model, you areworking with
components, the laws and characteristics ofwhich are very precisely known. They are
built together in a complex way and, as a result, it is not intuitively felt how a complex
system like that would react ifyou stressed it. Engineers build models to test complex
mechanical or electronic assemblies.
Biologists do the opposite. We examine complex systems which work quite well, and
try to figure out how they work. We try to deduce by modelling the system, or we try to
let the model guide us in designing better experiments. There are no known mathemat-
ical means that allow us to take the output from a complex system like the human body
and successfully provide some kind ofassessment ofthe stimulus for and the structure
and the function which underlie the output response. The mathematical consequences
of such an approach, although it is imaginable, will boggle the mind in terms of the
computational power that would be required.
It is important to remember one item. I was always taught that models should really
be tested in experimental processes that were not used in theconstruction ofthe model.
The best way to test whether a model is effective is to use it to do something totally
different from what it was designed todo. IfDr. Werner's model was used to simulate a
short burst ofexercise in therabbit, I would feel a lot happier. I think it is that leapthat
would keep us honest. All of us have a tendency to do curve fittings to simulate an
experiment as accurately as we can. That is a bit ofa trap. As penance for having done
that, we also must test the model by subjecting it to a stress or an experiment that was
not used in the construction ofit.
DR. MITCHELL: I want to comment on two points. One is on the lack of fruitfulness of
attempting to open up the black box in a black-box model. Certainly the concept is
laudable, but it is not always necessary or fruitful.
Ifyou want to try and make money from horse racing, you had better try and open
the black box. You'd better find out what goes on with the jockeys and how horses
operate. But the same is not necessarily true ifyou want to make money from the stock
market. As long as you can predict the general trends of what happens in the stock
market, you can make the money without even understanding the processes that go on
in the accumulation ofwealth.
I don't believe it is always necessary or fruitful to try and open up the black box,
although it is fun to do so.
The other point I want to talk about is the usefulness of modelling. How does one
judge the usefulness ofa model? For what doyou actuallyrequire themodel? The most
useful model applied in thermal biology is noneofthe models we use. Ifyou look at the
amount of money, manpower, and computer time invested in modelling aspects of
thermal biology, the most important model is the model ofthe weather system.
So the kinds of models we discussed today are not useful in the sense of being of
economic value. They are useful in other senses. That is mostly in the senseoftrying to
open up the black box and explain what is going on physiologically.
Ifthat is how we aregoing tojudge whether models areuseful or not, let us compare
them with what I would consider a successful model in biology. Long before anyone
knew about cell membrane receptors, the concept of cell membrane receptors was
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being used as a model of cell membrane processes with extraordinary success. The
mathematics of receptor interactions were well described and widely used. Those
models opened up whole fields of physiology, biochemistry, and pharmacology. I
wonder ifany ofour models really get close to that.
Thereal measureoftheusefulness ofa model ofthermal regulation is theextent that
it is used by people other than the originator. I think ifyou look in our field ofthermal
regulation, there are extraordinarily few models which satisfy this criterion.
DR.ATKINS: I would like to congratulate all ofthe speakers. As a mathematical novice
I found your themes quite intelligible.
I would like to ask Professor Werner about his model describing the biphasic fever,
something which our lab has been interested in for a number of years. Are you
proposing that you can get that kind ofcurvewith a constant stimulus? In other words,
is there a variation in the stimulus over the period when the fever goes from a first peak
and then to a second? The reason I ask is that we think that one stimulus may produce
the first rise in temperature and a second stimulus may produce the second greater rise
rather than simply a constant stimulus.
DR. WERNER: These experiments were performed using a single intravenous injection.
However, there seem to be many secondary stimuli that cause thebiphasic fever. These
are more difficult to build into the model.
DR. SIMON: I would like to raise a point. I have shown that you cannot describe the
response ofcold and warm receptors satisfactorily with a fifth-order polynomial, with
an exponential term, or with a linear term. That means in my opinion that such
descriptions are in a certain context sufficient, but they are not exact. So when you use
a linear term, this does not mean that you exclude non-linearities. Youjust say that is
sufficient description ofthe situation as I have said itjust now.
I would like to hear your comments on that.
DR. STOLWIJK: I think you have hit on a very good point. The conditions for a truth to
be accepted are that they are sufficient but also necessary. Within the narrow ranges in
which observations are made, the mathematical expression of a relationship can be
made linear. Ifthe range is narrow enough, any ofthose solutions will satisfy until you
devise conditions or experiments that will allow you todistinguish between alternatives
by selectively inhibiting one or another.
DR. NADEL: One thing I learned this morning was about the usefulness ofdeveloping a
model. The model Dr. Simon developed had two alternatives. The data from
experiments should then provide evidence in favor ofoneofthe hypotheses and against
the other. Dr. Werner's scheme, in which he developed ideal descriptions ofthe active
system and tested this model to determine in which areas the passive system's
conditions allowed for regulation to occur, provides a better comprehension of the
interactions between stimulus and response in physiological systems. As far as I'm
concerned, this is the real value of the models, which came out loud and clear in the
discussions.
DR. IRIKI: As the moderator ofthe last individual session ofthe symposium, I have the
great honorofexpressing our thanks totheorganizers. On behalfofall those attending
the symposium, I express our hearty gratitude.
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